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Management Advisory Services
at Haskins & Sells
By ROBERT D . ARNETT

Principal, Seattle Office
Presented before the University of Washington Chapter of Beta Alpha Psi — March 1960
THE PRACTICE of counseling with clients on business matters has
been an activity of certified public accountants for many years.
Initially, it was confined to such financial areas as balance-sheet ratios,
inventory turnover, and gross-margin problems. These subjects of
discussion with clients are considered a standard part of normal auditing service activity, but nevertheless, represent a form of counseling
service.

As certified public accountants seek to provide their clients with
improved service, it is natural to extend and emphasize the advisory
activity. The certified public accountant has an intimate knowledge
of the client's business affairs developed through years of close association. H e also has his client's confidence and respect, which is
important in the implementation of recommendations. The continuing
relationship between C P A and client insures careful follow-up and
assistance in application of any improvement.
Many firms, including Haskins & Sells, have designated specific
individuals to specialize in this type of service. This does not mean
that audit staff members avoid these areas; on the contrary, we encourage our men to be thinking of client problems and ways in which
they and Haskins & Sells can further serve the client by assistance
in solving these problems.
Designating certain individuals to specialize in management advisory work simply recognizes that many areas of advisory service
are sufficiently specialized that concentrated attention on current developments and methods is required to provide our clients with the
very best service.
It is also practical to have a separate management services group
engage in advisory activities that sometimes require several months
of service time. Audit staff men serve many clients on a recurring
basis, which limits time available for extended special service work.
Our management advisory services staff works very closely with
the audit staff. This cooperation is beneficial to both the audit and
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advisory practices. The vast reservoir of information developed by
the audit staff through years of experience with client affairs is often
invaluable to the successful conduct of counseling service. Familiarity
with procedural or other changes in client organizations also enables
the audit staff to perform its services more effectively.
Haskins & Sells has provided management advisory services in
many fields. A few of these areas may be of interest to you. Naturally,
accounting systems work is one of the more common activities. Such
work will range from improving manual methods to the installation
of bookkeeping machines, punch-card tabulating equipment, and even
electronic data-processing machines. Cost accounting is a management control tool that we consider very important. This includes not
only factory and production cost work, but also cost control for distribution activities. Budgetary control or what we prefer to call "profit
planning" is another area that we emphasize. Our service work has
included organizational studies, office procedures and work-flow studies, wage and salary administration programs, inventory control,
production control, and numerous other activities.
The days when business could be guided by intuition are over
for most concerns and fast drawing to a conclusion for the remainder.
Management must have operational control tools reflected in cost
accounting, profit planning, and others mentioned above in order to
operate successfully. To be effective these tools need not be highly
sophisticated methods used by industrial giants. Indeed, small and
medium-sized concerns can have the advantages of operational control
by adapting these tools to fit their individual needs. The most important things are that a business management know where it is now
and where it plans to go, and have sufficient guideposts to see that it
does not get off the trail.
Our management advisory service staff is being developed from
the audit staff members. We believe that experience and seasoning
gathered from audit work is essential to fitting properly into our advisory service activity. It takes time to learn and appreciate our policies, to develop an understanding for the importance we attach to the
affairs of our clients, and to develop the habit of quality service which
we require from our men. Beyond this, real work experience is the
best way to gain personal competence in handling accounting matters.
This competence is essential before stepping into advisory activities.
Young men considering a career in management advisory work
should concentrate on the development of four skills:
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• Problem-solving—the skill of recognizing, analyzing and solving problems.
• Organization—the skill of organizing your thinking, your work
and the work of others.
• Inter-personal relationships—the skill of working effectively
with and through people.
• Communication—the skill of expression, oral and written.
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